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Summary

Camera CCD AOmega in operation

DECam BI-FD 30.0 2012

HSC BI-FD 91.3 2012

LSST BI-DD 347.8 (2020?)

Survey Speed
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Image Size Statistics
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Fig. 21. PSF size variation over the field of view (<φ1.5 deg) in HSC-i band.
The exposure time and the elevation are 200 sec and 72 degrees, respec-
tively. The PSF size is 0.36 arcsec at the center.

This exposure was taken under superb conditions and the
PSF size at the center is 0.36 arcsec (FWHM). Note that the
PSF remains well-sampled even under such good seeing. The
PSF gradually increases from the center to the edge which is
explained, in part, by the change of the pixel scale toward the
edge as is explained in Section 3.2.1. We also have an increase
of the optical aberration from the center but the aberration de-
creases close to the field edge because of the vignetting. This
explains the circular ring structure visible in Figure 21. We also
note that the variation is not axially symmetric. This suggests
that the optical system is somewhat mis-aligned. We will assess
the origin and stability of the asymmetry in Section 6.3.

The PSF varies over time due to changes in the natural at-
mospheric seeing. Figure 22 shows the HSC-i band PSF size
monitored over two years as a function of the elevation of the
telescope. Data from the Subaru Strategic Program (SSP) are
shown by thick circles. For the SSP, HSC-i band images have
been taken preferentially under better seeing conditions. The
median PSF size for the SSP data is 0.56 arcsec (FWHM), and
is 0.69 arcsec for all the data.

The elevation dependence on the seeing expected from the
Kolmogorov nature of atmospheric turbulence is represented as
sz sin

−3/5(EL) (Roddier 1981) where sz is the seeing toward
the zenith. The dashed line shows the expected elevation de-
pendence where we set sz =0.36. This nicely follows the lower
envelope of the data points. Changes in elevation could cause
collimation errors resulting in image degradation. However, we
see no evidence for such image degradation in the figure. This
suggests that the collimation system works as designed and the
alignment error is well control. If we assume that the best natu-
ral seeing in the HSC-i band is 0.36 arcsec, we could argue that
the instrument PSF is smaller than 0.36 arcsec, which is consis-

Fig. 22. HSC-i band PSF size at the field center versus elevation taken from
Feb. 2014 to Jan. 2016. Thick filled circles are from the coordinated SSP
data and thin ones are from all exposures. The dashed line is the function
0.36sin−3/5(EL) which is the expected elevation dependence of the natu-
ral seeing. The histogram in the right panel shows the seeing statistics of the
SSP data whose median value is 0.56 arcsec, whereas the median value of
all the data is 0.69 arcsec. The vertical clusters of data points at EL = 30, 60
and 75 degrees are from test observing run collecting for characterizations
of HSC.

tent with the estimate made in the design (Table 2). Note that
the sparsity of data in high elevation (EL > 73 degrees). This is
because observers are usually advised to avoid such high eleva-
tions because the PSF becomes worse due to larger drive errors
of the instrument rotator at such high elevations.

6.3 Understanding the PSF

Next, we analyze the field-position dependence of the PSF to
evaluate whether the HSC opto-mechanical system satisfies the
design specifications. Figure 23 shows the radial dependence of
the PSF size (top) and the ellipticities of the PSF (bottom) that
are calculated from the weighted second moments as,

e1 =
Ixx − Iyy
Ixx + Iyy

, e2 =
2Ixy

Ixx + Iyy
(9)

Black points presents the observed values taken under rela-
tively good seeing (∼ 0.4 arcsec). The red points in the figure
show the model results calculated from the optical ray-tracing
convolved with a 0.36 arcsec free-air gaussian seeing. In the
model calculation, we had to tilt the camera system by 20 arc-
sec with respect to the axis of the primary mirror to match with
the observed results. This suggests that we still had an opto-
mechanical alignment error of 20 arcsec when we took the data
shown here.

In order to characterize the behavior of the PSF more sys-
tematically, we obtained a pair of off-focus images with a dis-
placement of ∆z = ±900 µm. Figure 24 shows the donut-like
appearances of the images where the spider of the telescope top
ring and POPT2 are visible. Because WFC has vignetting, the
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for  
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Mostly seeing limited imaging realized
Miyazaki et al. (2018a)
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HSC SSP Survey: Three layers

• Three-tier survey

• Wide: 1400 sq. degs, i~26

• Deep: 28 sq. degs, i~27

• Ultradeep: 3 sq. degs, i~27.7

HSC-UD

HSC-D

HSC-Wide

all sky

300 nights 
from 2014 - 2019
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Progress of HSC SSP Survey

calculus summary
based on the real observed data, we have

* realistic seeing distribution and time variation
* realistic obs. allocation over night/season

control parameters:
* probability of i-band set in the beginning of a night (p(i)=1 means always start with i-band)
* seeing threshold for i-band observation (s_th)
* how long we keep observing in i-band when seeing get worse than s_th (t_patient) : reset once seeing gets better than s_th
* how long we keep observing in other bands when seeing get better than s_th (t_monitor) : reset once seeing gets worse than s_th

assumptions:
* do not consider different survey layer (assume all of time is used for HSC_W)
* maximum Filter Exchange allowed is 1
* s_th = [0”8, 0”9, 1”0]
* p(i) = [0.2, 0.5, 1.0]
* for simplicity, t_patient = t_monitor = [60min., 30min.,10min.]

band area
(deg2)

Finished ptgs completeness expected
(ptgs)*

balance
(ptgs)

balance
(hours)**

Updated

g 548.2 1867 / 3672 0.51 1718 149 -6 2018 Jan 10
r 609.4 2071 / 3672 0.56 1718 353 -15 2017 Sep 20

i 386.1 2184 / 5508 0.40 2577 -393 22 2018 Jan 17

z 484.0 2603 / 5508 0.47 2577 26 -1 2017 Sep 27

y 453.5 2566 / 5508 0.47 2577 -11 1 2018 Jan 09

survey progress based on Yasuda-san’s table

notes
*) if total consumed time is evenly distributed
**) extra hours required to compensate the imbalances

current situations and requirements:
* i-band observation is behind 
* need extra 22 hours to compensate the imbalance for i-band
* naively required fraction of observation time for i-band in 

coming 100 nights is (c.f. f_i ~ 0.25 when evenly divided)
100[nights]⇥ 0.7⇥ 8[hours]⇥ 0.25 + 22

100[nights]⇥ 0.7⇥ 8[hours]
= 0.29

~ 170 nights (56 %) have been used  



HSC SSP

Survey Status

• ~ 170 nights done with ~ 80 % of the planned pace  

• Weather prospect was a bit optimistic. 

• More frequency of the filter exchanges to carry out 
time-domain survey 

• i-band requires good seeing, which causes more delay

Status

• Reduction of CCD readout time 

• relax seeing constraint in HSC-i band

Countermeasures being considered
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Collaborations with external teams
• Established collaborations with external groups, initiated by 

approaches from the external groups (not from us) 

• Exchanged MOU and now carrying out the collaboration 

• Spitzer/IRAC data (SPLASH; Peter Capak + COSMOS): 2012 Def -, 
UltraDeep fields, galaxy evolution  

• CFHT U-band data (scientists from Canada, France, China): 
2014Aug -, ~320 CFHT hours (270hrs already taken),  galaxy 
evolution, photo-z 

• UKIRT NIR (JHK) data (Arizona/Steward): 2014Aug-, ~240 UKIRT 
hours (205hrs taken), galaxy evolution, photo-z 

• Keck spectra (Caltech/JPL): 2016-, ~40 Keck nights (33 Keck 
nights+200hrs VLT+3 MMT nights), photo-z, galaxy evolution 

• Atacama Cosmology Telescope (ACT) CMB data (ACT group): 
Sunyaev-Zel’dovich clusters, CMB lensing 

• XMM-XXL X-ray data (XXL team): galaxy clusters, AGN
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eROSITA
• MoU with eROSITA-DE (2017) 

• Collaboration on overlapped survey area 

• Shallow (Txmm ~ 2 ks) but wide (>~ 500 deg^2) 

• 120 deg^2 in the commissioning phase on the equator GAMA field (eFEDS) 

• Taken in four months from the launch (Sep. or Oct. 2018)

Figure 4 – eFEDS fields: We propose to place the proposed survey (blue rectangles) within the Spring Equatorial field of the wide tier
of the Hyper Suprime-Cam imaging survey (green-shaded region). This is to enable weak lensing studies for both X-ray clusters and
AGN. The HSC-Wide area is also covered by the VST-KiDS+VISTA-VIKING surveys (red dashed line), which yield 12-band optical
and near-infrared photometry. These data are a prerequisite for the proper characterization of the background galaxy population used
in the weak lensing analysis. The GAMA survey fields within the HSC region are shown with the red hatched rectangles. Our goal is
to maximise the overlap between the eFEDS and the GAMA fields. Additional optical spectroscopy is available from the SDSS-I/II/III
and 2QZ surveys. Also shown in the figure are existing Chandra, XMM-Newton and Swift-XRT observations. The COSMOS (2deg2,
Cappelluti et al., 2009; Civano et al., 2016) and XMM-ATLAS (6deg2, Ranalli et al., 2015) contiguous surveys are visible. The 100%
visibility window during the PV phase for a eROSITA launch on 2018-03-01 is indicated with the horizontal black bar at Dec=+4.5 deg,
the 50% visibility window is indicated with dashed grey extensions.

Figure 5 – Expected optical magnitude distribution of the
eFEDS AGN: Cumulative distribution of r-band magnitude of the
optical counterparts on X-ray selected sources at the eRASS8 limit.
This is estimated using simulations based on the XMM-XXL field
X-ray source catalogue (Liu et al., 2016). The solid red line shows
the optical magnitude limit of the Subaru-HSC wide survey.

program, the eROSITA cluster cosmology work will be
severely limited by lack of low mass constraints.

The proposed AGN science will help us understand
the X-ray source population of the eRASS, optimise
tools for the analysis and interpretation of the data and
enable early science results using the full eRASS depth
data shortly after launch in a field with a unique set of
multi-wavelength and spectroscopic data.

The demonstration of the core eROSITA science at
the early stages of the mission is very important for the
organization of follow-up programs, public outreach
and funding applications.

Figure 6 – eSASS exposure map simulation of one of the three
60 deg2 fields that make up the proposed survey shown in Fig. 4.
This is composed of three 4⇥5 deg scanning-mode units. An on-
time for the 4⇥5 deg field of 61.2 ks, results in a highly homoge-
neous exposure of 2.5ks per pixel.

4. Justification of use of eROSITA
Only eROSITA has the grasp to survey efficiently
wide sky-areas to the proposed point-source flux limit
(fX(0.5 � 2 keV) ⇡ 1.5 ⇥ 10�14 erg s�1 cm�2). The
eROSITA’s goal for precision cosmology using X-ray
clusters requires the use of cluster mass proxies. The
baseline approach is to employ eROSITA observable
quantities (e.g. X-ray luminosity) to estimate masses.
This however, further requires the independent calibra-
tion of the relation between the eROSITA observable
and the cluster mass using e.g. weak-lensing maps to
determine the latter. Such a calibration can only be
done using the eROSITA data at the appropriate depth
to capture all the systematic and random uncertainties
associated with the specific X-ray dataset, including
cluster selection. Only eROSITA data can therefore be
used to calibrate the scaling relation between eROSITA
observables and cluster mass.

5. Special calibration requirements

5

Cluster: Mass calibration, Comparison of cluster selection … 
AGN: Search, clustering analysis
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How is it like ?

hscmap.mtk.nao.ac.jp

Try

and use the bookmarks its menu 
to enjoy the uniqueness
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Public Data Release

February 2017

~ 100 deg^2 Full depth

https://hsc-release.mtk.nao.ac.jp
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PASJ HSC Special Issue

• 2018/02 

• 40 papers based on the S16A data (~ 170 deg^2) 

• From Solar System to cosmology

~ 3 cm thick

~ 2 kg
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rank=25 
SN=5.5 
z=0.32
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Advantage of HSC
Sharper image -> more resolved  galaxies 

-> finer kappa maps

HSC (~20 gals/arcmin2, ~0.6”)DES-like (~7 gals/arcmin2,~1”)

~
1.

3 
de

g
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Advantage of HSC

Fig. 16. The expected number of significant (ν > 5) mass map peak per 1000 deg2 as a function of the source number density. In this calculation, we adopt

a uniform σnoise, which is computed from the input source number density ng and the intrinsic ellipticity of σe = 0.4. In the calculation we also include the

evolution of the mean source redshift as a function of ng assuming the relation ng = 30z̄3
marcmin−2.

sample of shear selected clusters.

Appendix 2. Dilution effect by cluster member galaxies

Member galaxies in clusters of galaxies do not contribute to lensing signals, and therefore dilute weak

lensing signals. This is potentially one of the most significant sources of systematic effects in cluster

weak lensing studies, and therefore has to be studied carefully. For instance, Kacprzak et al. (2016)

studied the dilution effect and found relatively large corrections of ν of ∼ 10% around ν ∼ 4 due to

the dilution effect, for the case of Dark Energy Survey which is much shallower than the HSC-SSP.

Here we employ a simple model of the number counts of cluster member galaxies to check the impact

of the dilution effect on our results.

We use a model of the number of satellite galaxies as a function of the halo mass and redshift

derived in Lin et al. (2004) and Lin et al. (2006) to estimate the dilution effect. We assume that

the number density profile follow the NFW profile. Since these galaxies do not contribute to the

lensing signals, the enhancement of the number density with respect to the average density represents

the enhancement of the noise σnoise. We compute the enhancement of σnoise as a function of the halo

mass and redshift by convolving the number density profile of satellite galaxies with the filter function

Q(θ), and include this in the halo model calculation described in Appendix 1. We find that the dilution

effect is modest, with ∼ 4% decreases of Npeak at ν = 5, and ∼ 10% at ν = 7. Figure 7 indicates that

the dilution effect is not large enough to explain the apparent difference between the observed number

counts and the halo model prediction based on the Planck15 cosmology.

However, this is a preliminary result based on the simple model of the number distribution of

31

More peaks identified on the kappa map

DES

HSC



Aperture Mass Map
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Stacking of RASS images
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Fig. 12. The stacked 0.5− 2.0 keV RASS images of shear selected clusters (left panel) and MCXC selected clusters (right panel) selected to have Xray
luminosity greater than that expected for our mass threshold. The images have been smoothed by a 9 pixel gaussian kernel. The scale in the left (right) panel
correspond to the mean counts per second expected from a cluster that went into the stack at the median redshift of z = 0.27 (z = 0.14).

5.4 Average radial density profile of clusters from
stacked lensing

The lensing signal depends both on the total mass of the clus-
ter and its radial density profile. More concentrated clusters
are more likely to be detected by lensing. In order to see how
our weak lensing clusters sample differs from clusters studied
so far, we check the average radial density profile of our sam-
ple. As is presented in Figure 6, lensing signals from individual
clusters are not sufficient to constrain the radial profile accu-
rately. Instead, we carry out a stacked lensing analysis. We
compute the differential surface mass density (equation 18) for
each cluster. We select source galaxies behind the cluster based
on the photometric redshift. We then stack them to obtain the
average differential surface mass density

∆Σ(R) = ⟨Σcr,iγT,i(R=Dl,iθ)⟩ (21)

where we calculate averaged Σcr for each i-th cluster and the
angular separation from the center, θ, is scaled to physical
length when stacking.

Figure 13 shows the stacked differential surface density pro-
file around 50 weak-lensing peaks that are matched with sin-
gle isolated CAMIRA clusters. The average redshift of the
sample is 0.27. The data is fitted to an NFW profile on the
physical scale between 0.3 to 1.7h−1Mpc to obtain the mass,
M500 and the concentration parameter, c500 as (2.03± 0.13)×
1014h−1M⊙ and 1.91± 0.37, respectively. Here we adopted
1.7h−1Mpc for the outer radius limit to avoid possible contam-
ination from 2 halo term. This result is shown in Figure 14 as a
open circle.

If cluster member galaxies are mis-identified as back-
ground galaxies, the observed lensing signal can be system-
atically underestimated progressively toward the cluster cen-

ter (Medezinski et al. 2010), in proportion to the fraction of
unlensed galaxies whose orientations are randomly distributed.
This dilution effect is a major source of cluster weak-lensing
measurements, and is not accounted for in our analysis de-
scribed above. To establish optimal source selection schemes
for unbiased cluster weak-lensing measurements, Medezinski
et al. (2017) examined the degree of cluster contamination by
analyzing a large sample of ∼ 900 CAMIRA clusters with
richness greater than 20 identified in ∼ 160 deg2 of HSC-SSP
data. According to the findings of Medezinski et al. (2017)
(see Figure 10 of Medezinski et al. 2017), the level of dilution
reaches up to 15% at a cluster-centric radius of r=0.3h−1 Mpc
and becomes less than 10% at r >∼ 0.5h−1 Mpc.2 We ac-
count for this dilution effect by applying corrections obtained
by Medezinski et al. (2017) at each cluster radius r. The filled
circle in Figure 14 shows the best-fit c–M relation (M500 =

(2.13±0.13)×1014h−1M⊙, c500 = 2.41±0.46) derived from
our stacked lensing analysis after correcting for the dilution ef-
fect. Compared with the original estimates (open circle), the
dilution correction increases M and c by 5 % and 26 %, respec-
tively. Note that M and c in Table 2 are the values before the
dilution correction.

Mis-centering of dark matter concentration can also lower
estimates of the concentration parameter. Here, we adopted the
peak position as the center, whose uncertainty is expected to be
an order of the smoothing scale that we adopted, i.e., ∼ 1′. This
angular scale is smaller than the innermost radius of radial pro-
file fitting, 0.3h−1 Mpc, for the clusters below the redshift of 0.5
where most of our samples are located. Thus the mis-centering

2 We note that Medezinski et al. (2017) measured the weak-lensing signals
around CAMIRA clusters as a function of comoving cluster radius, whereas
we stack clusters in proper length units.

Stack around shear selected 
clusters

Stack around selected MCXC  
clusters 
(Lx >  L expected from Mth)

LX = (1.5± 0.3)⇥ 1044erg s�1 LX = (3.1± 0.2)⇥ 1044erg s�1

Miyazaki et al. (2018b)



Radial Mass Profile of DM halo

21
Fig. 13. Stacked differential surface density profile from about 50 shear selected clusters. The solid line shows the best-fit model assuming the NFW density

profile. Fitting is made in the physical scale between 0.3 to 1.7h−1Mpc. Photometric redshifts of individual galaxies are used to select background galaxies.

The best-fit values are (M500, c500) = ((2.03± 0.13)× 1014h−1M⊙, 1.91± 0.37).

Fig. 14. Constraints on the mass-concentration relation. The result of the fitting of the NFW profile to the stacked differential surface density for about 50

shear selected clusters (see Figure 13) is shown by the open circle. After the dilution correction (see text), the constraint is shifted to the point shown by

the filled circle. The average redshift of the shear selected clusters is 0.27. The filled triangle shows the results for 16 X-ray-selected clusters at an average

redshift of 0.34 obtained from a strong and weak lensing analysis of Umetsu & Diemer (2017). The filled diamond shows the results for a sample of 4

strong-lensing-selected superlens clusters at an average redshift of 0.32 from a strong and weak lensing analysis of Umetsu et al. (2011). The filled square

is from Okabe & Smith (2016) estimated from 50 X-ray luminous (LoCuSS) clusters at redshift between 0.15 and 0.3

26

Stack of shear selected clusters



M-c Relation
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Fig. 14. Constraints on the mass-concentration relation. The result of the
fitting of the NFW profile to the stacked differential surface density for about
50 shear selected clusters (see Figure 13) is shown by the open circle. After
the dilution correction (see text), the constraint is shifted to the point shown
by the filled circle. The average redshift of the shear selected clusters is
0.27. The filled triangle shows the results for 16 X-ray-selected clusters at an
average redshift of 0.34 obtained from a strong and weak lensing analysis of
Umetsu & Diemer (2017). The filled diamond shows the results for a sample
of 4 strong-lensing-selected superlens clusters at an average redshift of 0.32
from a strong and weak lensing analysis of Umetsu et al. (2011). The filled
square is from Okabe & Smith (2016) estimated from 50 X-ray luminous
(LoCuSS) clusters at redshift between 0.15 and 0.3

although the matched sample is small. On the other hand, there
exist a few X-ray undetected shear selected cluster candidates
which should have been detected by the existing X-ray surveys
if the clusters follow the standard mass-luminosity relation. We
stacked RASS X-ray images around the shear-selected clusters
and compare with X-ray selected clusters given the same se-
lection function of the mass. We found that the average X-ray
luminosity for the shear-selected clusters are about half of that
of the X-ray selected clusters at the ∼ 5σ level. It indicates the
existence of the population of X-ray underluminous clusters and
that the shear-selection can discover such a population. Future
studies to constrain the abundance of such clusters are neces-
sary. Stacked lensing analysis suggests that the average radial
mass profile of the shear selected clusters is not too concen-
trated, which implies that shear selected clusters do not exhibit
strong selection bias on the orientation or the internal structure,
and that the clusters are selected basically because they are mas-
sive.

This paper presents the initial results on shear selected clus-
ters from the HSC-SSP survey. At the completion of the HSC-
SSP survey, the shear selected cluster sample would potentially
be at least six times larger, which is sufficiently large to conduct
various statistical studies with high accuracy.
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Appendix 1. Expected peak counts from
weak lensing SN-map

Here we present a halo model prediction of the number counts
of peaks, focusing on the high ν region where single clusters
dominate the signals.

The signal to noise ratio ν defined in equation (10) considers
only the pure statistical noise of the measurement, σnoise, which
is proportional to σe/

√
Ngal, where σe and Ngal is the intrin-

sic galaxy ellipticity per component and the number of source
galaxies, respectively. In the real cluster search with weak lens-
ing mass peaks, the large-scale structure along the line-of-sight

Miyazaki et al. (2018b)

Clusters are selected just  
because they are massive.

WL selected X-ray selected

Strong 
 Lensing 
 selected
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Fig. 7. The histogram shows the observed peak count. The solid line and the
dashed line present the expected peak counts from analytic models based
on WMAP9 and Planck15 cosmology, respectively. The details of the analytic
model is presented in Appendix 1. Dash-dotted line presents the peak count
with Planck15 cosmology where dilution by member galaxies are considered
(see Appendixes 2 to see how the dilution is modeled). The lines show the
numbers of mass map peaks integrated over the same bin size of ∆ν =

0.5 as that used for the histogram, i.e., the line value at each ν indicates
the predicted total number of mass map peaks between ν − 0.5∆ν and
ν +0.5∆ν.

dilution effect. More careful assessment of the dilution effect
should be made before drawing any firm conclusion.

In addition to the comparison of the number counts, the an-
alytic model allows us to estimate the the selection function of
the shear selected cluster sample. Figure 8 compares the selec-
tion function in the the M500-z plane derived from the analytic
model is compared with estimates of M500 for individual peaks
from fitting of tangential shear profiles presented in Section 4.3.
We find that masses and redshifts of individual peaks are indeed
located in the relatively high completeness region of the M500-
z plane. The expected number counts of shear selected clus-
ters are obtained by combining the completeness with the mass
function of dark halos. Figure 9 compares the redshift distri-
bution of our shear selected cluster sample with the theoretical
expectation, which again shows a good agreement. The well-
defined selection function is one of the biggest advantages of a
shear selected cluster sample.

5.2 Weak lensing masses of X-ray clusters

We find that two peaks have counterparts in the MCXC cat-
alog (Section 4.2), both of which are Abell clusters. Table 4
presents the mass estimates for these clusters, both from the
tangential shear lensing signals and from the X-ray luminosity
from Piffaretti et al. (2011). Although the error associated with
X-ray mass estimate is not given in the literature, at least a level
of 20% error is expected considering the large intrinsic scatter
in the LX -MX relation. Therefore, we find that both the lens-

Fig. 8. Completeness of shear selected clusters (ν > 4.7) estimated from
the analytic model, assuming the WMAP9 cosmology (Solid line contour) in
the M500-z plane (Eqn.(30)). Filled circles show the masses and redshifts of
individual peaks, where the masses are estimated from tangential shear fit-
ting. Here we show only isolated peaks for which only one CAMIRA clusters
are matched.

Fig. 9. The redshift distribution of shear selected clusters. Solid and dashed
histograms show the observed redshift distributions for peaks that match
CAMIRA only and CAMIRA+WHL15 catalogs, respectively. The dotted his-
togram shows the redshift distribution of peaks including those that have
multiple counterparts in the CAMIRA catalog. The solid line shows the ex-
pected redshift distribution derived from the analytic model, with its amplitude
normalized to the total number for the single CAMIRA case.

Expected Peak Counts

WMAP9

Observation

Peak less than expected from Planck 15 Cosmology

Planck15

PLK15 
Dilution

Miyazaki et al. (2018b)
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Throughput Monitor of HSC

  

Monochromatic flat illuminator

● Left panel shows the best 
way to the top ring.

– Shortest & same length for 
four  illuminators on the top 
ring.

● Is it possible?

– No cable rack

– Double sided tape may be 
possible...

– Please comment on this 
issue.



NAOJ HSC

Throughput Monitor
Monochromator 

Light Source
Fiber Bundles

Output port
Ready for Installation 
but delayed due to the M1 
coating rescheduled… 
Should be ON this fall.
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HPK CMOS

15 イメージセンサ

型名 画素サイズ
[µm (H) × µm (V)] 有効画素数 フレームレート

(フレーム/s) パッケージ 写真 専用駆動回路

 S13101

7.4 × 7.4

1280 × 1024 146

セラミック

 S13102 640 × 480 78
画
素
制
御

垂
直
シ
フ
ト
レ
ジ
ス
タ

タイミング
発生回路

水平シフトレジスタ

カラムパラレルADC

シリアル ペリフェラル
インターフェース

MCLK
All_reset
Pll_reset

SCLK
CS
RSTB
MOSI

シリアライザ

バイアス回路

LVDS
出力 Vsync

outA [2:0]
outB [2:0]
outC [2:0]
outD [2:0]
outE [2:0]

Hsync
Pclk
CTR

15

フォトダイオードアレイ

昇圧回路

MISO0
400 500 600 700 900800 1000 1100

1.2 × 1017

1.0 × 1017

8.0 × 1016

6.0 × 1016

4.0 × 1016

2.0 × 1016

受
光
感
度
 [D
N
/(
W
∙s
)]

波長 (nm)

(Typ. Ta=25 °C)

分光感度特性 (代表例, S13101, S13102) ブロック図 (S13101)

KMPDB0488JA

KMPDC0529JB

近赤外に高い感度をもつ APS (Active Pixel Sensor)タイプ
のCMOS エリアイメージセンサです。タイミング発生回路、バイ
アス発生回路、アンプ、A/D変換器を内蔵しており、オールデジ
タル入出力のため取り扱いが容易です。

CMOSエリアイメージセンサ

Commercially Available
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近赤外に高い感度をもつ APS (Active Pixel Sensor)タイプ
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CMOSエリアイメージセンサ
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~ 2019

4

S14596-6680 チップサイズ

イメージサイズ：19.20x75.00mm
水平有効画素数：2560

ADC
等

0.74mm

0.2mm

6.15mm

・
・
・

ピン数：128

CONFIDENTIAL

垂直シフトレジスタ

中央に
空きパッド

垂直シフトレジスタ垂直シフトレジスタ垂直シフトレジスタ垂直シフトレジスタ

0.74mm

・ダミー画素 読み出さないが、構造 有効画素と同じ構造で、
読み出す有効画素 画質均一性を上げるために配置します。
・7.5umピッチで5画素分あれば均一になる見込みで、37.5um増やす必要があります。
・チップサイズについても同様に20.6mmから20.68mmに増えます。

橙色部：ダミー画素 上下左右5画素

チップサイズ：20.68ｘ81.35mm
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Expected QE

t = 3 µm

t = 12 µm
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Thank you


